SEVEN SEAS

-

Waving Arms/Hands with Sea & Seagulls noises

BLACKBEARD

-

“Shiver Me Timbers Mateys”

BOSUN

-

“Yo ho ho and a Bottle of Rum”

UGLY SISTERS

-

“Que Wee” (Camp voice)
“Hello Sailor” (Camp voice)

PARROT

-

“Polly want a Cracker, Polly want a Cracker”

YOUNG FAIR MAIDEN

-

“I‟m so pretty, all so pretty”

HANDSOME HARRY

-

“Here I come to save the Day” (loud, dramatic)

JOLLY OLD ROGER

-

“Ah Ha!” (Panto style)

Everyone sitting comfortably then we will begin……..
A long time ago and not far from here, the terror of the SEVEN SEAS___ was a
Pirate called BLACKBEARD ___. Along with his BOSUN___, and his only family
members the UGLY SISTERS ___ they would preyed upon the peaceful ships
sailing the SEVEN SEAS___.
BLACKBEARDS___ cunning plan was to use his PARROT___ to fly onto these
ships looking for Treasure. Then when the poor innocent ships were near by the
UGLY SISTERS___ would pretend to be stranded and calling for help, making the
poor ship recue them. BLACKBEARD ___ and his UGLY SISTERS ___ were
cruel, and although the BOSUN___ did not like what they did, he only carried out
BLACKBEARDS ___ dirty deeds because he was in love with an UGLY SISTER __
One day sailing on the SEVEN SEAS___ was a ship carrying Treasure from the
King. Also onboard was a YOUNG FAIR MAIDEN___. She was sailing to her
beloved HANDSOME HARRY___ as they were due to get married.
All of a sudden the YOUNG FAIR MAIDEN___ hears the squawk of a PARROT___
that landed on the ship. It was BLACKBEARDS___ PARROT___. The YOUNG
FAIR MAIDEN___ followed this PARROT___ as it flew around the ship. The
PARROT___ looked through the window and saw the Treasure. He then squawked
even louder and flies away which frightened the YOUNG FAIR MAIDEN___.

Moments later the YOUNG FAIR MAIDEN___ heard a calls from a distance ship.
It was the UGLY SISTERS ___. The YOUNG FAIR MAIDEN___ ordered them to be
rescued and the good ship changed course to help the UGLY SISTERS ___.
When the good ship was almost alongside BLACKBEARD ___, and the
BOSUN___ jumped up and climbed aboard. A terrible battle between good and evil
began but unfortunately the good ship was doomed.
BLACKBEARD ___, the BOSUN___ and UGLY SISTERS ___ took the Treasure
and YOUNG FAIR MAIDEN___ back to their ship and sailed off on the SEVEN
SEAS___.
The next day when the good ship arrived in port HANDSOME HARRY___ along
with his best friend JOLLY OLD ROGER___ were waiting to see his sweetheart the
YOUNG FAIR MAIDEN___. When he heard the terrible news HANDSOME
HARRY___ and JOLLY OLD ROGER___ took off in their ship called the „Schooner
or Later‟ to find his beloved YOUNG FAIR MAIDEN___ and kill the evil
BLACKBEARD ___.
After days of searching on the SEVEN SEAS___, HANDSOME HARRY___ saw
BLACKBEARDS ___ ship. As he sailed closer to rescue is beloved a storm
developed which caused the waves of the SEVEN SEAS___ to come crashing
down on both ships.
While everyone was distracted by the storm HANDSOME HARRY___ and JOLLY
OLD ROGER___ managed to climb aboard BLACKBEARDS ___ ship. However
they were spotted by the PARROT___ who let out a terrible Squawk warning
BLACKBEARD ___, the BOSUN___, and UGLY SISTERS ___.
HANDSOME HARRY___ battled with BLACKBEARD ___. JOLLY OLD
ROGER___ battled with the BOSUN___. The YOUNG FAIR MAIDEN___ battled
with the UGLY SISTERS ___ and the PARROT___ just flew around pooping on
everyone!
Suddenly the SEVEN SEAS___ rocked the ship so much that BLACKBEARD ___
fell over overboard and the SEVEN SEAS___ claimed his life.
With BLACKBEARD ___ gone everyone stopped fighting. HANDSOME
HARRY___ rushed to his beloved YOUNG FAIR MAIDEN___. The BOSUN___ ran
to one of the UGLY SISTERS ___ and gave her a big wet sloppy kiss. Then the
other UGLY SISTER ___ ran to JOLLY OLD ROGER___ and gave him a big wet
sloppy kiss.
With everyone safe and now in love HANDSOME HARRY___ the YOUNG FAIR
MAIDEN___ , JOLLY OLD ROGER___ , the BOSUN___, the UGLY SISTERS ___
and the PARROT___ all sailed off into the sunset to live happily ever after.
THE END

